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Myth and Modernity Alight
Lighting design with LED technology for the
façade and interior of the Royal Olympic
Hotel of Athens
The Royal Olympic Hotel of Athens is a magnificent fivestar hotel combining warm family-run hospitality with the
luxury of a hotel provided with every comfort and situated in
a perfect location: the center of Athens. The terrace and
rooms overlook the celebrated Temple of Zeus, and
everything is immersed in the magnificent National
Gardens, under a splendid star-lit sky. Naturally, the lighting
design had to match the glory of this setting.

Therefore, maximum attention was given to
aesthetics, when Mr. Ioannis Papadimitriu,
owner of the Royal Olympic, selected to rely on
the architecture firm Vivai del Sud, in the person
of Architect Pierri, and on Cannata&Partners for
the lighting and design, supported by One 4 All
and Audio Effetti for the equipment selection.
The concept itself originated from a series of
images made by hand with the use of colors, or
produced by suitable software for the photo
retouching or rendering, then subjected to
feasibility verification by using software for the
lighting calculation such as Dialux and Relux.
Combined refinement: the façade
The architectural design made by Vivai del Sud
proposes a building characterized, on the main
façade, by an intelligent combination of styles:
modern style found in the full reflective glass
covering, and classical style, seen in the
balconies designed as temple pediments, hence

in line with the expressive forms of Greek
architecture. A very short distance away, the
imposing beauty of the Temple of Zeus is
reflected in the glass of the Royal Olympic Hotel.
The primary objective of the light project was to
highlight the exclusive characteristics of the
hotel façade, keeping its refinement intact. A
logical consequence was the fusion between the
lighting design project and architectural
solutions, given substance by the decision to
only underline the balconies by means of the
use of side-lighting, leaving the remaining parts
to the indirect lighting of the reflected objects.

The light firmament in
the central hall of the
Royal Olympic Hotel.

Side-lights once again for the entranceway,
where warm and welcoming tonalities forcefully
enhance the porous natural stone employed for
making the Doric columns and for covering the
surfaces.
Still on the façade, LED RGB strips were then
used, entrusted to DMX management systems,
in order to create the dynamic light scenes to be
selected
according
to
the
occasion.
Impact and emotions: the interior
For the interior, in particular the entrance hall,
the purchasers ordered a setting that would offer
a strong visual and emotional impact, so as to
allow each hotel visitor to perceive and enjoy the
magnificence of the entire structure. For this
reason, on the false ceiling, an actual firmament
was created, characterized by the colors of the
sky at sunset, with tonalities ranging from red to
blue, and made precious by the presence of
zodiac
constellations
and
mythological
references. We are still in Greece, of course.
The equipment and light sources employed are
intentionally discrete, so as to be hid,
camouflaged, in the architectural elements of the
building and leaving visitors the perception of an
opening which only comes from the lamps, in
line with the classical style of the furnishing. For
the uniform coloring of the false ceiling, linear
RGB apparatuses were used, situated along the
perimeter groove of the same; the “starry” effect,
instead, was obtained by the meticulous
positioning of optical fibers with different
diameter.
The starry sky of the entrance hall was the most
important challenge in this installation, since the
purchasers expected the most realistic result
possible. After a long series of tests and
experimentation, the stratagem selected in order
to fulfill the expectations of Mr. Papadimitriu was
that of covering the LED linear apparatuses with
a special diffusing glazed film, which conferred
to the lit surface a more uniform coloring, and “to
perforate” a cardboard model of size equal to
that of the false ceiling so as to identify the exact

Above, the exclusive façade
of the Royal Olympic Hotel.
Down, the classic style of the
entranceway, enhanced by
Cannata & Partners
lighting design.
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INSTALLED MATERIAL
LED Stripes One 4 All
-51 RGB LED stripes Custom 3,20 m,
90 LED, optic 25°, IP 65
-15 RGB LED stripes 1,20 m, 36 LED,
optic 25°, IP 65
-16 RGB LED stripes 600 mm, 18 LED,
optic 25°, IP 65
-8 RGB LED stripes 450 mm, 12 LED, optic
25°, IP 65
-2 RGB LED stripes 350 mm, 9 LED, optic
25°, IP 65
-18 LED stripes Blue 1,20 m, 36 LED, optic
25°, indoor
-2 RGB stripes 1,20 m, 36 LED, optic 25°,
indoor
-10 RGB stripes 400 mm, optic 25°,
indoor
SGM
-14 Palco 3 SGM, optic 40°
-4 Palco 3 SGM, optic 8°
-1 Pilot 2000 SGM
-2 DMX splitter 6 ch. SGM

placement of the various sources. obtained
result was positively amazing.
Greece and the myth of Olympia live on in the
architecture of the Royal Olympic Hotel and the
achieved lighting endows classical architectural
archetypes with new value. Light, with its
expressive and emotional power, in fact confers
a contemporary appearance to ancient history.

Above, constellations
in the light firmament
of the entrance
hall of thel Royal
Holympic Hotel.

Down, classic and
contemporary for the
interior of the Royal
Holympic Hotel.

